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Overview of Self-Regulation

What is Self-Regulation?

 The ability to monitor and manage one’s thinking, attention, emotions, and 
behaviors in order to accomplish goals.
 The ability to do what needs to be done in the optimal state for the given 

situation

 Includes regulating one’s sensory needs, emotions, and impulses to meet the 
demands of the environment, reach one’s goals, and behave in socially-
appropriate ways 

 Can also be referred as “self-control”,  “self-management”, “anger control”, and 
“impulse control” 
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Neurological Components of Self-
Regulation
 Sensory Processing

 Executive Functioning

 Emotional Regulation 

Sensory Processing
 Sensory processing and integration is a complex 

neurological process that organizes and integrates 
information provided by your sensory receptors to 
enable you to act in a purposeful way.  The process 
involves:
 Receiving information from each sensory system.
Organizing and interpreting the information from all the sensory 

systems.
 Responding to the environment appropriately by using the 

information to perform an adaptive or functional response. 
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Sensory Processing

 Sensory processing includes: 
 Visual

 Auditory (Hearing)

 Tactile (Touch)

 Olfactory (Smell)

 Gustatory (Taste)

 Vestibular (Movement and body’s relationship to gravity)

 Proprioception (Body awareness)

Sensory Processing
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Executive Functioning

 Executive functioning is a set of mental processes that helps us connect 
past experience with present action

 Used to perform activities such as planning, organizing, strategizing, paying 
attention to and remembering details and managing time and space

 The “command center” of our brain that oversees actions and mental 
operations 

 Executive functioning is developmental and varies from child to child

Executive Functioning
 Includes:

 Planning projects

 Keeping track of time and finishing work on time

 Memorizing and retrieving information from memory

 Initiating activities or tasks or generating ideas independently

 Waiting to speak until you’re called on

 Engaging in group activities including classroom, playground, and 
sports

 Making mid-course corrections while thinking, reading and writing

 Evaluating ideas and reflecting on past work
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Emotional Regulation

 Emotional regulation refers to the way we deal with and control big feelings 
like anger, excitement, frustration, anxiety or low mood. 

 At different stages of development, children and youth have different ways 
of showing or acting on their feelings. It's important to remember that 
feelings of excitement, anger or frustration, are all normal feelings and we 
all feel these emotions at times.
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Emotional Regulation

Interventions and Strategies for 
Self-Regulation
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Sensory Strategies and Supports

 Visual 

 Auditory (Hearing)

 Tactile (Touch)

 Olfactory (Smell)

 Gustatory (Taste)

 Vestibular (Movement and body’s relationship to gravity)

 Proprioception (Body awareness)
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Sensory Strategies and Supports: Visual

Sensory Strategies and Supports: Visual
 Wear lightly tinted or colored sunglasses to reduce intensity of light or 

glare
 Wear a hat or visor 
 Turn off lights
 Place the child in the area with the least amount of visual 

distractions
 Limit the decoration in the room

 Watch lava lamp or glitter jar
 Visual apps and screensavers 

 Fluidity 
 Pocket pond 
 Fingerpaint Magic 
 Magic Fingers! 
 Heat Pad
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Sensory Strategies and Supports: 
Auditory

Sensory Strategies and Supports: 
Auditory

 Place the child away from the air conditioner/fan/noisy area of the room
 Acknowledge the background noises to help the child move past the background 

noises.
 Ear muffs/ear plugs/noise reducing headphones
 Have a quiet corner or space for the child to go to 

 Listen to preferred focusing music:  Higher pitched (high sounds) music such as 
classical music stimulates the frontal lobe (area of executive functioning). Lower 
pitched music (low sounds) with a stronger bass and beat can be grounding to the 
body.
 Consistent Rhythm and beat
 Music with 50 to 70 beats per minute
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Sensory Strategies and Supports: Tactile

Sensory Strategies and Supports: Tactile
 FIDGETS: straw, fabric, paper clip, earrings, necklaces, bracelets, pipe cleaner, 

tangles, velcro
 Rub a variety of texture on the skin (shaving cream, soap, lotions, loofa 

sponges, brushes, foam pot scrubbers)
 Have a textured piece of fabric inside the pants pocket to rub
 Sensory Bins:  Playing in sand box, rice and bean box, water beads, popcorn 

(hide objects in the rice and bean and have the child dig with their hand to 
find the objects)

 Feelie box - cut holes in the side of a box, put common objects inside, have 
the child guess what toy they are touching

 Cooking activities that the child can mix with their hands
 Make salt dough with their hands
 Theraputty or playdoh
 Water Play
 Roll on a carpet or grass
 Roll up in a blanket like a burrito
 Have the child crawl through a cloth tunnel
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Sensory Strategies and Supports: Oral 
Motor/Gustatory/Olfactory

Sensory Strategies and Supports: Oral 
Motor/Gustatory/Olfactory

 Crunchy food (pretzels, popcorn, nuts, apples, celery, carrots, cheerios, crackers)
 Chewy food (gum, raisins, bagels, chunks of cheese, gummy candy, caramels)
 Sour food (pickles, sour candy)
 Sweet food (fruit, dried fruit, candy)
 Spicy foods (cinnamon or salsa)
 Combinations: 

 Trail mix (crunchy, chewy, sweet)
 Starburst (chewy, sweet, tart)
 Chips & Salsa (crunchy and spicy)

 Pulling (licorice strings/fruit roll-ups)
 Licking (lollipop or fruit popsicle) 
 Drink from a straw (use an exercise/sports bottle or water bottle with a pop top)

 Water: cold is alerting, warm is calming
 Thick liquids: milkshake, slurpie, smoothie through a straw

 Chewy tubes, necklaces

 Use of essential oils to increase/decrease arousal
 Calming: lavender, chamomile, Rose 
 Alerting: Peppermint, citrus,  cinnamon, eucalyptus
 Avoid strong smells if sensitive to smells
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Sensory Strategies and Supports: 
Vestibular

Sensory Strategies and Supports: 
Vestibular
 Going to the park

 Swinging in sitting or on stomach if tolerated (smooth linear movement 
is calming; starting, stopping, spinning can be alerting)

Going down slides
 Running with rapid changes in directions
 Rolling on the ground or down a hill
 Rocking chair
 Move and Sit cushion
 Sit and Spin or Dizzy Disc
 Spinning in desk chair
 Therapy ball activities

Rolling over the top of it
Bouncing on it
Rolling upside down on it

 Hippity hop activities
 Riding bicycles/tricycles
 Jumping on a trampoline
 Stretches with inversion
 Website with fun movement songs/videos: Gonoodle.com
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Sensory Strategies and Supports: 
Proprioceptive

Sensory Strategies and Supports: 
Proprioceptive
 Heavy muscle work: easily incorporated in chores; pushing, pulling, carrying the 

laundry/groceries, vacuuming, mopping, mowing the lawn, taking out the trash
 Go to the park

 Climbing, hanging, running, digging, crawling, riding a bike, running fast up a hill 
 Push-ups or wall push-ups or chair push-ups, sit-ups
 Yoga poses (i.e., downward dog, table, bridge, cat/cow)
 Animal walks (i.e., bear walk, crab walk, penguin walk, snake walks, bunny hops)
 Sitting on unstable surfaces such as therapy balls 
 Jumping games
 Wheelbarrow walking
 Tug-o-war
 Theraputty or playdoh
 Crashing into pillows and bean bag chairs
 Bear hugs, body squeezes
 Weighted devices (ie, weighted pillows, blankets, vests, weighted stuff animals)
 Garments that provide compression (ie, leggings, leotards, tight undershirts)
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Executive Functioning Strategies and 
Tools: Cognitive 

Executive Functioning Strategies and 
Tools: Cognitive

Size of the problem
Inner Coach vs. Inner Critic (positive vs negative self 

talk)
Stop, Opt, and Go
Social Stories
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Executive Functioning Strategies and 
Tools: External

Executive Functioning Strategies and 
Tools: External 
 Timers

 Visual schedules and checklists

 First/then Strategy

 Decrease distractions and minimize clutter

 Stand directly in front of the child when addressing them
 Use simple language, reinforcing it with facial expressions and hand movements

 Give extra time for the child to respond to your question

 Provide visual cues as well as verbal cues

 Break big projects into smaller steps

 Organization of materials:  
 Color coding subjects

 Folder system

 Get Ready, Do, Done 
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Emotional Regulation: Calming Strategies and Supports

 Breathing techniques for calming (nose breathing vs. mouth breathing)
 Smell the Roses, Blow out the birthday candles

 Four sided breath

 Belly breathing

 Six sides of breathing

 Lazy eight breathing

Emotional Regulation: Calming Strategies and Supports
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Emotional Regulation: Calming Strategies and Supports

Emotional Regulation: Calming Strategies and Supports

 Visual Calming Sequence

 Calming Body Movements (legs up the wall, forward fold, child’s pose)

 Calming music

 Art: coloring, drawing, painting 

 Jigsaw puzzles, mazes

 Journaling

 Calming apps: 
 Breathe, Think, Do Sesame

 Calm app

 Headspace for kids

 Super Stretch 
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Teaching Self-Regulation

Alert Program Zones of Regulation

Questions/Comments


